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Abstract

Effective Density of Soot

• Aerosol instruments are prone to sample losses in the sampling lines that feed them
• Several different loss mechanisms are potentially important depending on the
particle size distribution and density
• Sample losses must be accounted for accurate measurements
• New FlareNet Particle Penetration Calculator (FPPC) models sampling losses
through various mechanisms
• First time, effective density of particles used in loss calculations

Main Aerosol Loss Mechanisms

• Calculation of particle inertial losses requires
the particle “effective density” relating “mobility”
and “aerodynamic” sizes.
• DMA–CPMA method used to measure particle
effective density from flares
• For average flare conditions in this
measurement campaign
0.418 and
2.5, which means for 100 nm diameter particle,
the density is ~502

• Temperature gradient drives
particles from hot gas toward
cold wall

Thermophoresis

Results

• Asymmetric pressure on
particle from molecules from
hot/cold parts of the flow.

Average Mass Loss Percentages
Instruments
DMA-CPC
CPMA
TPS
PUF Cartridge
PAX-1
PAX-2
Teflon Filter
Semi OC-EC
Quartz Filter
PASS3

• Large particles do not follow
high speed flow streamlines

Inertial Effects
Inertial
Impaction

• Inertial losses include: turbulent
“inertial” losses, bend,
contraction, aspiration and
probe losses

• Diffusion of particles driven by
concentration gradients

Diffusion

for Dp< 1μm
for Dp< 10μm
(% of Differences)
11.5±3
11.1±3 (-3.1%)
8.7±1
8.7±1 (-0.4%)
8.9±1
8.9±1 (-0.1%)
7.9±0.4
7.9±0.4 (0.7%)
11.5±3
11.1±3 (-3.1%)
11.1±3
10.7±3 (-3.2%)
19.6±7
17.5±5 (-11%)
10.8±3
10.5±3 (-3.3%)
15.5±5
13.9±4 (-10.1%)
11.9±3
11.5±3 (-3%)

• Important loss mechanism for
small particles

• Gravitational settling of particles

Gravitational
Settling
Settling

• Important loss mechanism for
large particles moving at slow
velocity

Flare Sampling System

Narrow distribution (

.

)

10% Mass losses for Teflon filter

Broad distribution (

.

)

32 % Mass losses for Teflon filter

Discussion and Conclusions
For most instruments, mass losses are dominated by thermophoresis in the lines
just after the main duct.

Thermophoretic calculation methods available in the literature probably
overestimate losses for the cases here with dilution. A new calculation method
may be needed.

Carleton University Flare Facility (CUFF), used to quantify actual loss mechanisms.

Instruments with a large bend angle at high flow had the highest mass loss, due to
particle inertia. Losses are worse for cases with broad size distributions.
Sampling lines for the filter collection should be refined.
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